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                                     IGNITION SYSTEM             

COIL:

The coil is the component that produces this high voltage. It is an electromagnetc device that converts 

the low-tension (LT) current from the baterr to high-tension (HT) current each tme the distributor 

contact-breaker points open.

The distributor unit consists of a metal bowl containing a central shaft which is usuallr driven directlr br

the camshaf ort sometmest br the crankshaf .

The bowl houses the contact-breaker pointst rotor armt and a device for altering the igniton tming . It 

also carries the distributor cap .

Distributing the current

The distributor cap is made of nonconductve plastct and the current is fed to its central electrode br 

the HT lead from the centre of the coil.

Inside the cap there are more electrodes ofen called segments to which the sparkplug leads are 

connectedt one per crlinder .

The rotor arm is fted on top of the central shaft and connects to the central electrode br means of a 

metal spring or spring-loaded brush in the top of the distributor cap.

The current enters the cap through the central electrodet passes to the centre of the rotor arm through 

the brusht and is distributed to each plug as the rotor arm revolves.



  

The complete ignition system

As the rotor arm approaches a segmentt the contact-breaker points open and HT current passes through

the rotor arm to the appropriate sparkplug lead.

The contact-breaker points are mounted inside the distributor. Ther act as a switch t in srnchronisaton 

with the enginet that cuts of and reconnects the 12 volt low-tension (LT) circuit to the coil.

The points are opened br cams on the central shaft and are closed again br a spring arm on the moving 

contact.

With the points closedt LT current fows from the baterr to the primarr windings in the coilt and then to

earth through the points.

When the points opent the magnetc feld in the primarr winding collapses and high-tension (HT) current

is induced in the secondarr windings .

This current is transferred to the sparkplugs through the distributor cap.

On a four-crlinder engine there are four cams. With each full rotaton of the shaf the points open four 

tmes. Six--crlinder engines have six- cams and six- electrodes in the cap.

The positon of the points and the distributorss bodr in relaton to the central shaf can be adjusted 

manuallr.

This alters the tming of the spark to obtain an ex-act setng (see How engine tming works ).           

Further changes occur automatcallr as the engine speed varies according to the throtle opening.



  


